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The RAFS has one delivery on the fourth Friday of each month scheduled with the
Foodbank in Barre. The Foodbank delivery truck arrives at the RAFS loading dock
between 7:45am and 8:00am.

The ordering period for delivery begins 2 weeks and one day before the delivery
date and ends three business days before the delivery date.

One volunteer serves as the primary contact for food orders. This person is also
responsible for the delivery order.

It is possible to schedule pickup for additional orders needed during the month.

A pickup order must be placed at least three business days before the scheduled
pickup.

Pickup times are between 8:30am and 3:00pm

Two volunteers with trucks should be available for pickup from the Barre Foodbank.
Volunteers who are placing the pickup order will need to be aware of the volunteer’s
truck size and weight capacity in order to tailor the order to the size of the truck.

The volunteer who shops for mid-month pickup orders will monitor the Foodbank
online ordering site from the first Monday following the Friday delivery until three
days before the scheduled pickup date.
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Pickups will generally be scheduled for the second or third Thursday at 9am
following the Friday delivery. Contact the scheduled volunteer for pickup to confirm
that a pickup date and time is convenient before scheduling the pickup order from
the Foodbank. Once the order is finalized, inform him of the size and specific items
in the pickup order. A copy of the pickup order at the Foodbank is sent via email to
the volunteer scheduled for pickup.

The Pantry Coordinator will coordinate the unloading of the pickup, which will
generally occur on the second or third Thursday following the Friday delivery at
approximately 10am.

The volunteer who shops for the mid-month pickup is responsible for letting the
Pantry Coordinator know the date and time of the pickup.

Dates may change with regard to holidays, inventory needs, and staff availability for
pickup so reference the calendar on the RAFS website to confirm.

For specific information regarding online ordering instructions and specific volunteer
information, please reference attached addenda.


